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The Release Notes list:

• Issues Addressed in this Release
• Open Issues
• Limitations.

Issues Addressed in this Release
• Re-parenting a content record could cause hierarchy search results to use obsolete information (#1562)
• De-duplication of Series will now use End Dates as a factor (#1611)
• Adjustments to de-duplication using common Director and Alternate IDs. (#1654 and 1655)
• Match Tokens will no longer have a Pending state due to high system load (#1683)

Open Issues
• The Match API may return low-threshold candidates when there is a perfect match and Director in common. (#1712)

Limitations
• It is possible to create duplicate records if create or modify record operations are performed close together. (#493)
• It is possible to create a duplicate content record if a work is registered with a title (for example a working title, a title change, Romanized title, subtitle, or title in another language) that is not listed as the title or alternate title of an existing record for the same work. It is important to include all frequently occurring titles of a work when creating a record, most especially the original released title in the original language. Including the Director and one or more Alternate ID will help prevent these as well. (#659)